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Solzhenitsyn: A Man Possessed 

Thomas Molnar 

olzhenitsyn is like a world. So much has S been written about him that one wonders if 
anything new may still be said. This always happens with 
monolithic men who in every book write only their own 
biography, who never cease marveling that they are alive 
and able to grasp what they and the  world are about. In 
Solzhenitsyn’s case this is twice true. Throughout his 
voluminous and growing literary production one per- 
ceives the central theme: I am alive in spite of camp, 
cancer, and the Soviet State apparatus! He knows he has 
been granted a miraculous reprieve, a second existence, 
which, therefore, is not entirely his own; it belongs to a 
greater power. This greater power is God and, without 
jealousy, also Russia; i t  is these two who command him 
to go out in  the world and tell about his suffering 
countrymen. Hence Solzhenitsyn the prophet, in  the 
same class (a bit above?) Dostoevski and Bemanos. 

Like prophets, Solzhenitsyn tries in all good faith to be 
nothing but a spokesman; yet, like all prophets, he 
cannot hide his enormous personality. Jean Daniel, 
publisher of Le Nouvel Observateur and in no sense a 
“Solzhenitsyan,” told me after their television debate in  
May, 1975, that the man struck him by his enormous 
concentration of will, his absolute self-control. The 
prophet knows he must be worthy of the mission, live in  
the full light of self-respect precisely because he no 
longer belongs to himself. He lives with the Witness. 

The touching part of this consecrated existence is that 
Solzhenitsyn is also a writer: life and writing are insepa- 
rable; he wants to be published, read, and acknowledged. 
He expects to be widely assisted in his mission: by 
family, friends, strangers, foreign correspondents, pub- 
lishers, the whole world of men to whom he knows he has 
been commissioned. Hence the reader’s impression of a 
tremendous personality who organizes his life down to 
the least detail, as one organizes an empire or a spy 
network. Everything must be pressed into service, time 
is of the essence, people are expected to perform their 
allotted tasks-while the casualties are written off and 
new collaborators found. In the center there is the 
supreme strategist, a one-man brain trust, convinced as 
only prophets are of the nobility of the design, of the 
absolute necessity of carrying it out. 

There are not many people like this in one’s experi- 
ence; I think I have known two. The work and the word 
are not theirs, but God’s. Hence a kind of angelic 

ruthlessness with which they demand loyalty and ac- 
complishment. They are gentle and smiling, and their pat 
on the shoulder is received like God’s unmediated 
blessing; the idea of contradicting them never even 
touches the man whom they so distinguish. On every side 
the enterprise is marked “urgent,” “a matter of life and 
death, and more: of good and evil.” 

I said that Solzhenitsyn’s literary production is auto- 
biographical. Indeed. The First Circle described the 
peculiar sort of camp in which he was for a while an 
inmate; Cancer Ward is both factual and allegorical, 
seen through his own experience; The Gulag Ar- 
chipelago was tom from his entrails, as was also August 
1914. LeChtneetle veau (Paris: Seuil; to be published in 
the U.S. by Harper & Row in Spring, 1977, under the 
title The Oak and the Calf) is more than an autobiog- 
raphy, it is a week-by-week chronicle of events, the 
center of which is Solzhenitsyn and tQe circumference all 
of Russia, the world, the moral cosmos-540 larger- 
than-average-size pages of intellectual gulag , the re- 
gime’s biography seen this time not from the bottom of 
Soviet society but from the top. A one-sentence review 
of the book would state that i t  is about Solzhenitsyn’s 
slow but irresistible emergence as the prophet gathering 
force to shake the regime. A two-sentence review would 
characterize the book as a never-yet-given portrayal of 
Soviet literary potentates, the bureaucracy in charge of 
intellectual production plans. And so on. Around these 
first two circles, the nucleus, we find a world as strange 
to us as the moon’s landscape and its geological strata. 

ike Jean Daniel, the reader is amazed at the L enormous will-power with which Solzheni- 
tsyn, in the 1950’s an unknown exile and small-town 
teacher, still a cancer patient, prepares his mission. 
Thousands of pages written, hidden, sent to friends for 
safekeeping, memorized, recopied and camouflaged, 
filmed to f i t  cracks in an attic or holes in-a tree. All this 
against an always expected search by the KGB. The book 
here reads like none other in the literature of intense 
confessions from Augustine to Montaigne. The will 
displayed is Roman, and the determination that of a saint, 
or, if you wish, of a man obsessed by the inevitable 
head-on collision with the Soviet monolith, the oak in the 
title. The day of truth approaches when the little teacher 
(the calf in the title, deer in the Russian proverb) must 
decide whether the time is ripe for him to surface-with 
Ivan Denisovich. True, it is “Khrushchev’s thaw,” the 
regime’s cautious, partial breast-beating (or rather the 
sacrifice of Stalinism for a clean bill of heath); yet, to 
come out of the relative warmth of a cambuflaged 
existence is a soul-shaking decision for the forty-three- 
year-old literary homo nows. The alternatives are 
staggering: literary recognition or return to Gulag, which 
would swallow him this time. With teeth rattling from 
fear, Solzhenitsyn decides to go ahead. The irony is that 
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not he but a friend had sent the manuscript to the magazine 
Novy Mir; a further irony, that it reached editor 
Tvardovsky’s desk by mere chance. 

At this  point  begins one of the most brilliant portraits 
in any literature, that of Tvardovsky. The portrait grows 
with the book, i t  acquires color, shape, and humanity as 
the story unfolds. Tvardovsky, the poet-editor-Party 
man, as painted by Solzhenitsyn in his best “fictional” 
hero, more alive, tragic, and redeemed than Ivan, Kos- 
toglotov, or Nerzhin. The writer becomes Dostoevski’s 
equal in  the description of Tvardovsky, the Dimitri to his 
own Alyosha. Tvardovsky, the loyal and conformist 
Communist, rewarded with dacha, car, and foreign 
travels; Tvardovsky, the lover of literature, the devoted 
editor; the man of intermittent courage; the fighter who is 
silenced by one phone call “from above”; the man 
finally crushed and drinking himself to death-all these 
Tvardovskys are contrapuntal figures to Solzhenitsyn. 
Not that Solzhenitsyn was ever tempted to become a 
bureaucrat of literature, a Party man; but on the poet’s 
eternal hesitation he steeled himself. 

The Tvardovsky portrait is also an excellent cen- 
terpiece for the presentation of the whole cast of Soviet 
politico-literary figures. Here a surprise awaits the read- 
er. This world is as varied and colorful as if the actors 
were not dangling on KGB-pulled strings. Although the 
meetings of the Writers’ Union, described with the joint 
pen of La Fontaine and Swift, are monuments of conform- 
ism, many of the literary and political personalities 
show a degree of independence and passionate commit- 
mentto literature. Once again we see proof that what 
Russia lacks in nuanced political heritage is made up by 
literature, the spiritual safety valve of a nation that 
perceives its ideals through the literary hero, the writer 
and his characters. 

One cannot imagine the President of the United States 
and his entourage discussing books of fiction, the writ- 
ers’ merit, the philosophical implications as Khrushchev 
and his advisors discuss them. The discussion may end in 
deportation to Vorkuta, but in Solzhenitsyn’s case, in a 
just then needed illustration of the,thaw, the publication 
of Ivan Denisovich, liked by the Boss, hence celebrated 
by the bigwigs, was possible. Yet in all this conformism 
there is room for dissent and debate, for juggling with 
interests, pressure and counterpressure. With its myriad 
sections and subsections the KGB is ever-present; i t  
knows about manuscripts written and planned, about 
poems and plays in the drawer, about the writer’s foreign 
contacts. The notorious Victor Louis, jack-of-all- 
suspect-and-malodorous-trades, might take quasi- 
openly the manuscripk confiscated by the secret police 
and sell them abroad: for the double benefit of hard 
foreign currency covering the KGB’s operational costs 
and the author’s silence through fear. 

world of incredible intrigue, a viper’s nest, A a world in which everybody plays Russian 
roulette. But let us not lose the main thread: it is 
Solzhenitsyn’s war against this world. Quite early, at the 
time of the initial skirmishes, he realized that he had but 
one chance: fearless confrontation. In a universe of lies, 
secrecy, dissimulation, flattery, heads chopped, night 

arrests, the truth declared is a dreadful force. It is more; it 
is a scandal of such deafening magnitude that the regime, 
accustomed to 100 per cent obedience, does not know for 
a while how to react. Solzhenitsyn’s strategy was to take 
full advantage of this confusion and publish everything 
before decisions were made. By then, he reckoned, he 
may be so well known that the decision could not harm 
him. From 1962 to 1974-the “making of Solzheni- 
tsyn”-he expected arrest, deportation, assassination, 
blackmail, exile, or offer of compromise, but the later the 
ax fell, he told himself, the more opportunity he  would 
have to tell his story to the world, publish all the 
manuscripts, avenge the Gulag’s victims, go to death or 
the insane asylum with the consciousness of mission 
accomplished. 

Hence Solzhenitsyn’s counterstrategy i n  t h i s  
breathtaking duel between le chtne et le veau. He gives 
interviews to foreign journalists; deposits his testament 
with a Swiss lawyer, giving a green light to publish 
everything if the KGB arrests him; repeatedly challenges 
the Writers’ Union; keeps strengthening Tvardovsky’s 
brittle backbone; refuses convocations for “amiable 
chats” with KGB officials-and all the while he keeps 
on writing, photostating, researching, sending packages 
of manuscripts abroad, and pouring out letters of protest. 
(The book’s last ninety-three pages, closely printed, 
consist of thirty-eight annexes, texts of interviews, 
union meetings, declarations, exchanges with officials, 
the funeral oration for Tvardovsky, and so forth.) The 
KGB proved soon to be a worthy dueling partner, 
although for a while it was unable to devise new tricks 
against this fearless man. The personal and family 
harassment began; the telephone was tapped or shut  off; 
search parties were sent out; friends were intimidated; 
the writer’s divorced wife was recruited to extract infor- 
mation and give “friendly” advice; open threats; cajol- 
ing; and on and on. 

his is then part of the history of 1962-74, T between the publication of Ivan De- 
nisovich and exile to Western Europe. The other part is 
the writer’s work. It is not easy to assess it. For centuries 
the Westem world has not seen writers under a crushing 
despotism who fought that despotism from inside. In 
short, the West, particularly America, is unable to 
comprehend him, and opines grotesquely with Joseph 
Kraft that “Solzhenitsyn hails from a culture considered 
backward by American standards and knows nothing of 
the relations between nations.” He knows everything of 
the relations between men, as one can know only after 
experiencing all the circles of hell, from camp to Krem- 
lin. What confuses the Western reader is that Solzhenits- 
yn takes his art and his virtues, first among them 
courage, from the same source, that he is not an intellec- 
tual constructing utopias on paper while wallowing in 
moral mud and kowtowing to power. At any rate, 
confusion is no longer excusable after this book; the 
burden of comprehension is on the Western reader. 

Soviet “socialist realism” is, of course, the product of 
whipped and frightened party functionaries; but what is 
the bulk of Western literature? The lifrdrature des agrd- 
g l s ,  the “new novel,” the existentialist exercises, the 



social-concern novels, all are artificial constructs put 
together by people interested only in the unreachable 
recesses of their psyche. Their tired imagination must be 
stimulated by sex, drug, revol t -or  by endless permuta- 
tions of words. What Solzhenitsyn writes are stories that 
happen in the outside world, which he takes- from the 
sizzling stove of reality. Balzac did that, and Dos- 
toevski. When Solzhenitsyn does i t  he scandalizes, 
because in the make-believe Soviet society where a 
gigantic farce is enacted-that of the unproblematic 
man-it is a revolutionary act to write about flesh-and- 
blood human beings. 

At the meetings of the Writers’ Union the charge 
constantly hurled at Solzhenitsyn was not that he did not 
present nice Party officials, but that he did not make his 
ordinary characters happy, more constructive, less sad. 
For Solzhenitsyn had pierced the great secret: the sub- 
stance of Marxism is not the master’s conceptual edifice, 
i t  is the hatred ofGod. Marxist atheism, not unl ike that of 
Sade, is a declaration of total war on man, God’s only 
accessible image. Sade subjected his characters to tor- 
ture to make them yield up the divine reflection and 
reduce them to shriveling matter. Marx’s ontology is 
more elaborate; i t  commences with man-the-matter, 
determined by his conditions of existence. Change these 
conditions suitably and you obtain a robot. Solzhenits- 
yn’s challenge to the Marxist regime is to show through 
his characters that this cannot be done. 

These characters are, all of them, men of justice, but 
they are in  no sense “heroes.” Had Solzhenitsyn be- 
come exclusively a contributor to samizdat and his 
characters champions of freedom, underground rebels, 
insurrectionists, saboteurs, he would have caused a 
minor scandal, settled with a few injections in a 
“sanatorium.” But his fictional figures are average 
people, men and women within inches of robotization: 
Ivan, Matriona, the cancer patients. To have a soul in 
these circumstances, even a soul in agony, is precisely 
what the regime sees as a titanic refutation of its 
enshrined theses. Paradoxically, the only human feature 
of the Soviet leaders in the Solzhenitsyn affair is that they 
recognized in him the real enemy. 

ike his characters, the writer was no hero. L He did what he did in fear and trembling, 
although at times he felt strong enough to regard his 
decade-long duel with some detachment, and at all times 
with peace of mind. It  was he, not the KGB, who ran the ’ 

show, well aware, of course, that the show itself was 
inscribed within a circle ultimately drawn by the KGB 
and that the curtain on i t  might fall any minute. Only a 
constant appeal to the rather distracted (Western) spec- 
tators could hold the curtain up-at the cost of what 
tensions, what sacrifices, what martyrdom! For exam- 
ple, the woman, forced by the KGB to reveal the hiding 
place of the Gulag manuscript, committed suicide (re- 
member the similar event in  the Pasternak case). Others 
helping the writer were harassed, lost their jobs; Ros- 
nopovich, the loyal friend, was denied visas to go abroad; 
a young collaborator was beaten bloody. Death in  many 
masks was stalking Solzhenitsyn as he was racing toward 

- 
an unpredictable dinouement of the story he did not 
write, the story he lived. 

The dinouement proved worthy of the plot: no Agatha 
Christie novel comes near the excitement and the tempo 
of the last hundred pages. 

February 12, 1974.They knockat thedoor .... Let them 
in or not? But they are already in. Solzhenitsyn admits 
now that his carefully planned words for the occasion 
melted away. The writer is taken to Lefortovo prison and 
is routinely processed: undressing, bath, disinfecting, 
interrogation, cell for the night with two “saboteurs,” 
regular prison fare. Will it be camp, exile, psycho ward, 
long trial, torture, blackmail with wife and children? In  
his mid-fifties, Solzhenitsyn knows he could not endure 
a long stretch in the Gulag. With the competence of an 
old pro he scrutinizes his jailers’ and interrogators’ every 
word, gesture, facial twist-but everybody is cool, 
indifferent, noncommittal. What about family and 
friends? He cannot know that his wife had spent all night 
on the phone (intermittently i t  was shut off), alerting the 
correspondent ofLe Fignro, Sakharov. dozens of friends 
who spent the night in the small apartment. And the small 
child? He is a Solzhenitsyn, his mother said, he must 
learn to endure.. . . 

February 13. The writer is given a new suit and is 
bundled off in a car. To the airport. The plane, full of 
passengers, had been ordered to wait for three hours, 
then i t  was evacuated. I t  is now for Solzhenitsyn and the 
six KGB men, including a doctor with sedatives. (Will 
they throw me out, once beyond the Urals? he wonders.) 
Direction west. Landing. Hurriedly they help him into 
his coat and push him toward the opening door. “You 
may go.” At the bottom of the stairs a West German 
government official with a bunch of flowers, behind him 
a crowd of a few hundred people. Ovation. Then a car to 
Heinrich Boll’s house. 

In the evening he places a call to Moscow. His wife, 
who had heard on the radio of the flight to Germany, was 
convinced up to that moment that they had killed him and 
that they would later announce an “accident.” But by 
then the new phase of the struggle had begun. 


